
Synonyms
Take the Quiz. Then watch the video and check your answers. 

embezzle - 

ancient - 

imminent -

enormous - 

demand - 

energetic - 

counterfeit 

condone - 

return misappropriate give

past recent future

far close distant

small hard huge

destroy reject request

lazy lively inactive

original surplus fake

accept condemn console

rescue - 

hesitate - 

abandon recruit help

delay postpone resist

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

endure - 

attempt -  

reckless - 

forbid tolerate courage

give up surrender try

rash careful fearless

timid -  

launch - 

bold afraid insipid

start lunch retrieve

1 1.

12.

13.

14.
15.

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=synonyms


Synonyms
Take the Quiz. Then watch the video and check your answers. 

unbiased - 

extricate - 

sterile -

intrepid - 

capitulate - 

supporting partisan neutral

entangle confiscate free

barren stern fertile

fearful brave timid

capture surrender capitalize

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

How did you do? 

Can you write some synonyms for these words?

imminent1.

2. sufficient

3. precious

4. skinny

5.  hinder

6. select



Synonyms

past

close

huge

request

lively

fake

accept

help

delay

tolerate

try

rash

afraid

start

Take the Quiz. Then watch the video and check your answers. 

embezzle - 

ancient - 

imminent -

enormous - 

demand - 

energetic - 

counterfeit 

condone - 

return misappropriate give

recent future

far distant

small hard

destroy reject

lazy inactive

original surplus

condemn console

rescue - 

hesitate - 

abandon recruit

postpone resist

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

10.

endure - 

attempt -  

reckless - 

forbid courage

give up surrender

careful fearless

timid -  

launch - 

bold insipid

lunch retrieve

1 1.

12.

13.

14.
15.

https://www.eltbuzz.com/video/?video=synonyms


Synonyms
Take the Quiz. Then watch the video and check your answers. 

unbiased - 

extricate - 

sterile -

intrepid - 

capitulate - 

supporting partisan neutral

entangle confiscate free

barren stern fertile

fearful brave timid

capture surrender capitalize

16.

17.
18.

19.

20.

How did you do? 

Can you write some synonyms for these words?

imminent1.

2. sufficient

3. precious

4. skinny

5.  hinder

6. select

near, soon, at hand, not long, about to

enough, plenty, adequate, abundant 

valuable, dear, priceless, costly

thin, slim, scrawny, scraggly, bony 

hamper, obstruct, impede, inhibit, delay 

choose, pick, pick out, designate 



W O R D  I N V E S T I G A T I O N

Choose a word from your weekly spelling list: 

Dictionary definition:

Write the word within context, in a sentence:

Synonyms: 

Word origin: 



Synonyms are words that have similar
meaning to other words. Choose 7 words
and write two synonyms for them:

Word

happy glad, pleased

SYNONYMS

Synonym

Name: ______________ Date: ______________
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